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Commissioner Bradshaw signing the proclamation

represent the fun a child should have despite the real trauma that children have been suffering.

"We are always looking for volunteers. We're just overwhelmed by the number of volunteers because this is the first time that children have started coming out and signing up into the system to come for help."

These volunteers are not being paid at either Army Post or downtown. "It's a shame to know that everyone is taking a stand against that abuse, but..."

More information on the overpiling can also be found on the Enatah CASA website, www.enatah.com/casa.

The proclamation for Child Abuse Prevention Month reads as follows:

"Child abuse prevention strategies strength create a safe environment for children, which are also our most vulnerable citizens. Children have a right to be safe and to have an opportunity to thrive, learn and grow in an environment that fosters healthy development. "Child abuse and neglect can be prevented by supporting and empowering Towns County families, thus ensuring every child's right to grow up in a loving and protective family, and by preventing the opportunity for children to experience the trauma of abusive families, and the community's."s

"It is effective. Child abuse prevention strategies have created a safe environment for children, which are also our most vulnerable citizens. Children have a right to be safe and to have an opportunity to thrive, learn and grow in an environment that fosters healthy development. "Child abuse and neglect can be prevented by supporting and empowering Towns County families, thus ensuring every child's right to grow up in a loving and protective family, and by preventing the opportunity for children to experience the trauma of abusive families, and the community's."s

"We are excited for our county. He is fairly new to the area and he is extremely excited for our county. He has an intensity and a passion for what he does around him that he puts on and on." said Commissioner Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "He has excited for our county. He has an intensity and a passion for what he does around him that he puts on and on." said Commissioner Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "He has excited for our county. He has an intensity and a passion for what he does around him that he puts..."
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Georgia Mountain Officials, Georgia Mountain Schools, Georgia Mountain Technical College and Georgia Mountain Sprinkler Association have recently acquired Air Methods, "He has excited for our county. He has an intensity and a passion for what he does around him that he puts on and on." said Commissioner Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "He has excited for our county. He has an intensity and a passion for what he does around him that he puts on and on." said Commissioner Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "He has excited for our county. He has an intensity and a passion for what he does around him that he puts on and on." said Commissioner Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "Derrick Moody of Air Methods, "He has excited for our county. He..."